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Never leave a child alone in a car.

Left alone in a vehicle, even for a short time, a child is in danger of dehydration, injury, abduction or death.
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Little kids make big messes

Parent with patience
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You can donate to the Children’s Trust Fund through your tax form to help children & families all over Missouri.
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YOU can help prevent child abuse.
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Please give in one of these ways:

• Ask your employer about matching gift
• General donation
• Memorial donation in honor of another person
• End-of-year donation
• Get your license to care
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Words hurt.

idiot

shut up

stupid

Way to go!

You're Awesome!

Great job!

But....

They also help.

Choose them wisely.
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Never shake a baby.

Babies Cry...A lot!
It’s really frustrating!

Have a plan—never shake or hurt the baby.

Shaking a baby is dangerous and can cause:
• brain damage
• blindness
• spinal injuries & paralysis
• seizures
• severe learning & behavior problems
• even death
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